
PARKWOOD COMMONS HOME OWNERS ASSOCIATION 

HOA BOARD MEETING – 3/25/2018 

 

Attending:       Absent: 

Bill Burson       Josh Jarvis 
Dawn Boline       Virginia Douglas 
Emilie Lushia       Tammy Winstead 
Lisa Taylor        
Cindy Peterson 
John Dillon 

Emilie Called the meeting to order at 3:10 p.m. 

Minutes from the 3/4/2018 meeting were discussed and errors are to be corrected by Dawn.  The 
minutes should be sent to all board members to review and note any errors. 

Bill gave all of us a copy of the financial papers: 

 Suntrust REC  $   7,488.67 
 Suntrust Civic  $   3,227.26 
 CMA Operating  $  10,800.00 
 CMA Reservie  $    5,000.00 
   Total $  26,515.93 
 
 Suntrust Savings $  30,666.71 
  
 Total Available  $  57,182.64 
 
Lisa suggested that since Lauren has missed several meeting that she be asked to resign, but hopefully 
will stay on to head up the parties. Emile seconded it.  After the board discussed this further, it was 
decided to rescind this and wait until Emilie could speak to Lauren regarding this issue.  We would 
then vote again on this subject.  The kids party is July 23rd, but Lauren has a previous conflict with that 
date if she is doing the party. Emilie will contact her and ask if she wanted to change the date. 
 
The drain areas in both bathrooms are ok per the painter.  It is the water that sits around the drain 
that makes the peeling of paint occur.  
 
Bill will research no smoking signs to hang outside the pool area and also the pool area, and then will 
let the board know what he has found. They could be hung on a galvanized pool outside the pool area 
or on the pump house. 
 
New storage boxes are needed at pool.  The box for the pool vac. Is in bad shape.  Dawn suggested 
that we hang the hoses (one long and one short for the vac.) in the pump room.  They then will be out 
of the way.  This box should be removed.  The other three boxes, (two belong to the swim team and 



the other large one is for the storage of the pool cover.  It seems that these bins are still ok, maybe 
some paint. 
 
Lisa will pass out new keys to the board shortly and Paul will be changing the locks on the gate and 
both bathrooms when the pressure washing is complete.  
 
The pool email will be passed onto the board and the first to respond will answer and then  pass onto 
other board members as to what the email was about..  Lisa volunteered to handle the pool birthday 
parties scheduling until a pool person is found.  Lisa and Emilie will handle purchasing rubber (plastic) 
pants for the babies and toddlers at the pool. 
 
Pool rules were discussed.  No.2 (a) will now be $25.00 per extra key, No 5 (a) will be that calls go to 
board for now. No. 7(p) will be 12 months.  Lisa will decide on the number of visitors at the pool by 
members.  Will get back to her on this.  Lisa also volunteered to condense the Rec members portion of 
pool rules that went into effect last season.  John will fix urinals in men’s bathroom. 
 
Landscaping was discussed.  John said the pipe on the pool side front is rotted out and will have to be 
fixed.  He said he would do it.  Emilie is having a little problem with Josh at Elite and Bill said he would 
talk to him.  Cindy will take other bids for landscaping and see what she can come up with. 
 
Regarding our overdue members, John suggested that CMA take care of this problem.  Emilie and 
other board members would like to see CMA send out more invoices to members in good standing. 
There are many members who have not paid their dues yet.  This would be a reminder.  Emilie will 
contact Jenni at CMA regarding this and then let us know the decision. 
 
Virginia Douglas, Cindy Peterson and Amanda Corr discussed the possibility of a Newsletter.  
 
The egg hunt is still on, it will be March 31st at the pool area at 4:00 p.m.  Megan will get fliers printed 
up and we will make sure to pass out to everyone.  Megan also has started a Facebook page for this 
neighborhood. 
 
Dawn made the motion to adjourned, Emilie seconded it. 
 
 
 


